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Mayor says ouster from board was politically motivated ploy 
Councilmen: Seat should be rotating  
Liz Neely STAFF WRITER   
Published: February 14, 2004 
New appointments to a regional decision-making board have the mayor crying foul.  
La Mesa Mayor Art Madrid claims he was ousted recently from his seat on the San Diego Association of Governments for 
political reasons. Madrid says he was targeted because of philosophical differences he has with others on the City 
Council, and he questioned their motives. 
"They didn't like the exposure and positive recognition I was getting," said Madrid, who has served on the SANDAG board 
of directors almost continuously for 18 years. 
"(Politics) goes with the territory, but what they don't understand is they are denying the residents of La Mesa the 
influence and respect I've earned" as a member of the board, the mayor said. 
Madrid's colleagues on the council, however, take a different view. 
"I think it's important on occasion that we rotate to give us all knowledge of those issues," Councilman Barry Jantz said. 
Councilman Ernie Ewin concurred and said that since he was elected in 2002, he has tried to "level the playing field" as 
far as appointments go. 
"I think it's very important people recognize that a good leader shares opportunities and experiences with all members" of 
the team, he said. 
Further, Ewin said, if Madrid feels he was targeted, "I think he ought to bring it to the council for a public discussion." 
Madrid has clashed with members of the council before. Last summer, he accused Ewin, Jantz and Councilman Dave 
Allen of allowing monetary contributions to influence their appointment of Kristine Alessio to the Planning Commission. 
(Alessio contributed a total of $1,650 to the three in 2002.) 
Jantz declined to comment on Madrid's charges over the SANDAG appointment but said: "I guess the bottom line is 
everything is political in some respects. This is the City Council, and all the decisions we make are political." 
Madrid had been the city's primary appointee for nearly two decades. Jantz had been the first alternate, but was 
appointed as the city's primary representative in a 4-1 vote nearly three months ago. Madrid was the sole "no" vote. Allen 
and Ewin now serve as the first and second alternates, respectively. 
SANDAG is composed of elected officials from the county, its 18 cities and other agencies, such as the Metropolitan 
Transit System and the California Department of Transportation. Each government body appoints one primary member to 
the board of directors and up to two alternates. 
Business booster 
City leaders may create an economic development division that would work to draw businesses to La Mesa and promote 
the ones that are already there. 
La Mesa's community development department is expected to submit a second report on the matter to the council in the 
next several weeks. An economic development division could include anything and everything from rebuilding the city's 
Web site to designating a task force or creating snazzy brochures or newsletters that market the city's businesses. 
City departments and other outside agencies, such as the San Diego East County Regional Chamber of Commerce, all 
take part in promoting economic development in La Mesa. Despite those partnerships, the city may want to devote more 
of its resources to taking inventory of commercial property and outlining goals and strategies, city leaders said. 
"I think every city needs to know what their economic pulse is," Ewin said. 
 
Instant imfamy? 
People convicted for soliciting prostitution in La Mesa could soon see their photos posted on the city's Web site. 
Despite unanimous support from the council, the photos won't appear online until the city attorney clears the way. In the 
1990s, La Mesa published photos of "johns" in a local weekly newspaper. 
Prostitution isn't a big problem in this city of 56,000 people there were six prostitution-related arrests last yearand city 
officials said they want to keep it that way. 
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